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publisher series Other info
Fielding Sarah The Governess, or The Little Female 
Academy. Being the History of Mrs. 
Teachum, and Her Nine Girls. With Their 
Nine Scholars




f letter- adult UK
Leslie Eliza The Mirror; or, Eighteen Juvenile Tales and 
Dialogues
1828 includes letters n/s
N/A N/A Trueloves Tales A Cup Of Sweets That Can 
Never Cloy 
1835 includes letters n/s n/s
Tuthill Louisa Two Strange Girls: Or The Entertaining 
History of the Young Davenports, and Their 
Two Cousins










letter format m adult US






Alcott Louisa May Little Women 1868 Jo writes play 
and story
f 17 US
Ewing Juliana Gatty 
Horatia
Six to sixteen 1876 autobiography f 16 UK
























mix mix UK sequel to 























Crompton Richmal More William 1922 a boy writes 
story
m 11 UK
Montgomery Lucy Maud Emily of New Moon 1923 letter, poem f 12 Can
Brent-Dyer Elinor The School at the Chalet 1925 Letters family 
history
f 12 UK Chalet School 
Montgomery Lucy Maud Emily Climbs 1925 story f 14 Can
Montgomery Lucy Maud Emily's Quest 1927 diary, story f teenage Can
Montgomery Lucy Maud Anne of Windy Willows (Windy Poplars in 
US)
1936 letters f adult Can
Frank Anne The Diary of a Young Girl (The definitive 
edition)


















f n/s Aus/ 
UK
Norton Mary The Borrowers 1952 a book 
'Memoranda' 
record of life by 
f 13 (in this 
vol. nearly 17 
at the end of 
UK The Borrowers







Buckeridge Anthony Jenning's Diary 1953 diary m 11 UK
Fitzhugh Louise Harriet the Spy 1964 record of spying to 
remember, 
to record, to 
be a writer
f primary age US
Hinton S.E. The Outsiders 1967 partly journal of 
Ponyboy
m adolescent US Author = 
teenager
Robinson Joan, G When Marnie was there 1967 protagonist 






Zindel Paul The Pigman 1968 book written by 
two characters
memoir, YA m/f 2nd year in 
high school
US
Farmer Penelope Charlotte Sometimes 1969 exchanging 






Monjo Ferdinand The One Bad Thing about Father 1970 diary complains 
about T. 
Roosevelt
m young US I can read 
history book'
history
Hunter Mollie A Sound of Chariots 1972 story want to be a 
writer, poet
f age 9-14 UK










Fisk Nicholas Grinny 1973 diary m 11 UK




Reid Banks Lynne One More River 1974 letter migration f adolescent history
Monjo Ferdinand Letters to Horseface 1975 letters Mozart to 
his sister
m 14 US





Cormier Robert I am the Cheese 1977 Tape recording m 14 US
Zindel Paul Confessions of a Teenage Baboon 1977 first person 
narrative
m 15 US
Chambers Aidan Breaktime 1978 letters, story, 
report
m teenage UK
Blos Joan W A gathering of days: a New England girl's 
journal, 1830-32: a novel




Lowry Lois Anastasia Krunpnik 1979 list of 
likes/hates
F' for poem 
mark. 
Disappointe
d as father 
is a poet
f 10 US Anastasia 
series
Chambers Aidan Dance on My Grave 1982 a running case 
record, news 
article
m (gay) 16 UK
Jones Dianna Wynne Witch Week 1982 journal at 
school
m/f Year 6 UK
Noestlinger Christine But Jasper Came Instead (Das 
Austauschkind)
1982 diary m n/s Aust
ria
Townsend Sue The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole aged 13 ¾ 1982 diary m 13 UK
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m year 2 to 6 US





Robin, Ann Penny Pollard's Diary 1983 diary, letter, 
passport
f 10 Aus
Morpurgo Michael Twist of Gold 1983 letter migration m/f m-13, f-10 UK
Paton Walsh Jill A Parcel of Patterns 1983 a story told by 




f about 16 UK
Hedderwick Mairi Katie Morag Delivers the Mail 1984 f adult Scot
land
Ahlberg Allan, Janet 
(Illus)













Mahy Margaret The Tricksters 1986 writing story want to be a 
writer
f 17 NZ
Chambers Aidan Now I Know 1987 letters, tape 
letters
m 17 UK





Perl Lila The Secret Diary of Katie Dinkerhoff 1987 diary f 14 US Scholastic
Smith Robert Kimmel Mostly Michael 1987 diary m 11 US
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Zindel Paul The Amazing and Death-Defying Diary of 
Eugene Dingman







Fine Anne Pack of liars 1988 letters f Year 6 UK
Hinton S.E. Taming the Star Runner 1988 novel m 15,16
Marsden John So much to tell you … 1988 Diary of aphasia expressing 
& healing 
f 14 Aus







Virginia, Bruce Letters from the Past 1989 protagonists 
find old letters
f n/s NZ picture 
book
Ure Jean Plague 99 (Later published as 'Plague') 1989 diary/journal H-




worse. F starts 























Van Leeuwen Jean Dear Mum, You're Ruining My Life 1989 diary, letters f 11 UK
Avi n/a The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle 1990 supposed 
autobiography
f 13 US
Creech Sharon Absolutely Normal Chaos 1990 diary f 13 US
Crew Gary Strange objects 1990 diaries of 
teenager& adult 
in past
m 16 Aus history
Rayner Shoo Santa's Diary 1990 diary m adult UK
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Townson Hazel The Deathwood Letters 1990 letter m/f teenage UK
Cleary Beverly Strider 1991 diary m 14 US sequel to 
Dear Mr. 
Henshwa
Coppard Yvonne Not Dressed Like that, You Don't! 1991 diary f teenage UK Mother-
Daughter 
Doherty Berlie Dear Nobody 1991 Letters to 
unborn child
m/f teenage UK
Fine Anne The Book of the Banshee 1991 diary m Year 3 UK
Jones Dianna Wynne Black Maria 1991 journal/story 
(She admits she 
edited and 
rewrite story 'so 
that it looks as if 
I wrote more 




















f 13 US Anastasia 
series
Mark Jan The Hillingdon Fox 1991 two diaries, for 
future, 
substitute of 
talking to his girl 
friend
m teenage UK
Marsden John Letters from the inside 1991 letters between 
2 teenage girls
f teenage Aus










Smith L.J. The Awakening 1991 diary f teenage US Vampire 
Diaries
Smith L.J. The Fury 1991 diary f teenage US Vampire 
Diaries
Smith L.J. The Struggle 1991 diary f teenage US Vampire 
Diaries
Townsend Sue True Confessions of Adrian Albert More 
Margaret Hilda Roberts and Susan Lilian
1991 diary m adult UK Adrian Mole
Wilson Jacqueline The Story of Tracy Beaker 1991 autobiography f 10 UK




Marita Wildflower Girl, 1992 letter migration f 13 Irish
Coppard Yvonne 'Everybody else does, why can't I? 1992 diary mother-
daughter
f 15 UK Mother-
Daughter
Fine Anne Flour Babies 1992 record of baby m 12 UK
Hooper Mary Janey's Diary 1992 diary f adolescent
Marsden John Take my word for it 1992 journal f year 9 Aus
McPhail David Farm Boy's Year 1992 diary m 12 US
Smith L.J. Dark Reunion 1992 diary f teenage US Vampire 
Diaries
Warburton Nick Normal Nesbitt 1992 diary m adolescent UK
Adams, Cox 
(illus)
Ken, Paul Samson superslug and the Dracula Hunt 1993 m adolescent UK
Bruce Lisa Jazeera's Journey 1993 letter to 
grandmother
migration f young UK
















Horse Harry The Last Polar Bears 1993 letter tell story to 
grandson
m adult UK
Wilson Jacqueline The Mum-Minder 1993 diary for school 
project
f 8 UK
Ashton Charles Billy's Drift 1994 diary f UK
Cushman Karen Catharine called Birdy 1994 diary f 13 US
Feeney Josephine My family and other natural Disasters 1994 Katy Carr m 13 UK serial 




Fine Anne Diary of a killer cat 1994 diary of a cat m (cat) n/a
Ford Noel Diary of an alien-the journal of a young 
extraterrestrial stranded on the planet Earth. 
(It was all his mum's fault)
1994 diary m (alien) n/a UK
Gantos Jack Heads or Tails: stories from the sixth grade 1994 m 6th grade US
Harrell Janice Temptation 1994 diary f teenage US Point Secret 
Diary
Harrison Joanna Dear Bear 1994 letters to a bear afraid of a 
bear, writes 
a letter to 





















Newman Leslea Fat Chance 1994 diary f adolescent US

















Selway Martina I hate Roland Roberts 1994 letter f young UK
Vail Rachel Ever After 1994 diary f 14 US





















m adult Aus picture 
book
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Ducey Jean Sparks The bittersweet time 1995 diary f 13 US history, the 
Depression 
in 1929
Farman John Jesus the Teenage Years 1995 diary m teenage





m 18 (Ash) US
Harrell Janice Escape 1995 diary n/s teenage US Point Secret 
Diary
Harrell Janice Betrayal 1995 diary n/s teenage US Point Secret 
Diaries
Hyatt Patricia Rusch Coast to Coast with Alice 1995 diary First female 
driver 1909
f 16 US
Ingpen Robert The Dreamkeeper 1995 letters m adult Aus fantasy
Krupinski Loretta Bluewater Journal: the Voyage of the Sea 
Tiger




Morpurgo Michael The Wreck of the Zanzibar 1995 diary f 14 UK





f 9 US Amelia series 
continues





Prince Alison The Sherwood Hero 1995 writing novel f approximatel
y 12
Wilson Jacqueline Double Act 1995 diary of twins f 10 UK
Bo Arno I must tell you something 1996 diary after car 
accident
f 9 UK
Branwen Thomas Roxy's Diary and How I Became a Film Star 1996 diary f pre-
adolescent
UK Roxy teaching 
French
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rough life in 
California
f 12 US
Denenberg Barry When Will This Cruel War Be Over?: The 
Civil War Diary of Emma Simpson, 
Gordonsville, Virginia, 1864
1996 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Duey Kathleen Anisett Lundberg, California, 1851 1996 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Emma Eileen Grove, Mississippi 1865 1996 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Mary Alice Peale, Philadelphia, 1777 1996 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Sarah Ann Hartford: Massachusetts 1651 1996 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Fine Anne Jennifer's Diary 1996 diary f pre-
adolescent
UK
Gregory Kristiana The Winter of Red Snow: The Revolutionary 
War Diary of Abigail Jane Stewart, Valley 
Forge, PA 1777
1996 diary f 11 US Scholastic Dear America
Lasky Kathryn A Journey to the New World: The Diary of 
Remember Patience Whipple, The 
Mayflower, 1620
1996 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Rugen Samantha Getting a Life 1996 diary, letters f teenage




Van Lieshout Ted Brothers 1996 a diary written 
by two brothers










Steve, Steve The Lost Diary of Eric Bloodaxe, Viking 
Warrior







Steve, Steve The Lost Diary of Julius Caesar's Slave 1997 diary m adult UK Lost Diaries
Barlow, 
Skidmore
Steve, Steve The Lost Diary of King Henry VIII's 
Executioner
1997 diary m adult UK Lost Diaries






Bloor Edward Tangerine 1997 diary nearly blind, 




Branwen Thomas Roxy's Italian Diary and how I solved Mystery 1997 diary f pre-
adolescent




Hervie, Luise Letters from a Mouse 1997 letters m 
(mouse)
n/a UK
Denenberg Barry So Far from Home: The Diary of Mary 
O'Driscoll, An Irish Girl, Iowell, MA 1847
1997 letter migration f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Dickinson Clive The Lost Diary of Tutankhamun's Mummy 1997 diary f adult UK Lost Diaries
Duey Kathleen Alexia Ellery Finsdale, San Francisco, 1905 1997 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Ellen Elizabeth Hawkins, Texas, 1886 1997 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Evie Peach, St Louis, 1857 1997 diary f 13 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Willow Chase, Kansas Territory, 1847 1997 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Gates Susan Criss Cross 1997 notes 
exchanged 
between girls
f adolescent UK scholastic
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George Jean Craighead Look to the north: a wolf pup diary 1997 diary n/s n/s UK picture 
book
Hansen Joyce I Thought My Soul Would Rise and Fly: The 
Diary of Patsy, a Freed Girl, Mars Bluff, SC 
1865
1997 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Hobbie Holly Toot and Puddle 1997 postcards from 
travelling friend
m (pig) n/a US picture 
book
Holleyman Sonia Little Space Cadet's Supersonic Space Case 1997 diary preparation 
for library 
competition
f little girl US book 
becomes a 
handbag
Marsden John Dear Miffy 1997 letter- not sent m teenage Aus
Martin Ann M. Amalia 1997 diary f teenage US Scholastic California 
Diaries
Martin Ann M. Dawn 1997 diary 
(handwritten 
text) 
f teenage US Scholastic California 
Diaries
Martin Ann M. Maggie 1997 diary f teenage US Scholastic California 
Diaries
Martin Ann M. Sunny 1997 diary f 8th grade US Scholastic California 
Diaries
McKissack Patricia A Picture of Freedom: The Diary of Clotee, A 
Slave Girl, Belmont Plantation, VA, 1859
1997 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America












Sarah, David The Gardener 1997 letters f picture 
book







Ian, Tony Little Wolf's Diary of Daring Deeds 1997 letters, diary m (wolf) pre-
adolescent
UK








Steve, Steve The Lost Diary of Hercules's Personal Trainer 1998 diary m adult UK Lost Diaries
Blackman Malorie Deadly Dare 1998 girl's diary, 3rd 












f Year 7 US
Denenberg Barry The Journal of William Thomas Emerson, a 
Revolutionary War Patriot
1998 journal m 12 US Scholastic My America
Dische Irene Between Two Seasons of Happiness 1998 letter migration m adult
Duey Kathleen Agnes May Gleason, Walsenburg, Colorado 1998 diary f 13 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Celou Sudden Shout, Idaho, 1826 1998 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Summer MacClearey, Virginia, 1749 1998 diary f 13 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Garland Sherry A Line in the Sand: The Alamo Diary of 
Lucinda Lawrence Gonzales, Texas, 1836
1998 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Grimes Nikki Jazmin's notebook 1998 poetry, 
recording life
f 14 US
Horse Harry The Last Gold Diggers 1998 letter tell story to 
grandson
m adult UK
Krensky Stephen Arthur and the Lost Diary 1998 protagonist 
finds a diary of 





US A Marc Brown 
Arthur chapter 
book ; 9 
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Lasky Kathryn Dreams in the Golden Country: the diary of 
Zipporah Feldman, a Jewish immigrant 
1998 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Martin Ann M. Ducky 1998 diary m teenage US Scholastic California 
Diaries








Murphy Jim The Journal of James Edmond Pease: A Civil 
War Union Soldier, VA 1863
1998 journal m 16 US Scholastic My Name is 
America
Murphy Jim West to a Land of Plenty: the Diary of Teresa 
Angelino Viscardi
1998 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Osborne Mary Standing in the Light: The Captive Diary of 
Catharine Carey Loga, Delaware Valley, PA 
1763
1998 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
Parsons Alex The Lost Diary of Queen Victoria's 
Undermaid
1998 diary f adult UK Lost Diaries
Ridley Philip Zinder Zunder 1998 m teenage UK
Rinaldi Ann My Heart is on the Ground: the diary of 
Nannie Little Rose, a Sioux girl 
1998 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Rugen Samantha More to Getting a Life: Letters and Diaries of 
a Stressed-out Teenager




Cheryl, Paul Catty-cornered 1998 diary life with 
grandma
f 12 US
White Ellen Emerson Voyage on the Great Titanic: the diary of 
Margaret Ann Brady, R.M.S. Titanic, 1912 
1998 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
Almond David Kit's Wilderness 1999 story writing m 13 UK
Barlow, 
Skidmore
Steve, Steve The Lost Diary of Robin Hood's Money Man 1999 m adult UK Lost Diaries
Barlow, 
Skidmore









Chbosky Stephen The Perks of being a Wallflower 1999 letters m year 10 US
Cox Michael Ngorongoro Where Cow Poo is Lucky? 1999 letters m 10 UK
Danziger, Martin Paula, Ann M Snail mail no more: a novel by e-mail 1999 e-mail f Year 8 UK Sequel to Snail 
Mail no More
DeCesare Angelo Flip's fantastic journal 1999 journal imaginative 





Denenberg Barry The Journal of Ben Uchida 13559 Mirror Lake 
Internment Camp. California 1942
1999 journal migration m 12 US Scholastic My Name is 
America
Dickinson Clive The Lost Diary of Montezuma's Soothsayer 1999 diary m adult UK Lost Diaries
Duey Kathleen Amelina Carrett, Bayou Grand Coeur, 
Louisiana, 1863







Duey Kathleen Josie Poe, Palouse, Washington, 1943 1999 diary f 13 US Aladdin American 
Diaries












Dunmore Helen Brother, Brother, Sister, Sister 1999 diary f 9 UK
Durbin William The Journal of Sean Sullivan 1999 journal m 15 US Scholastic My America
Gregory Kristiana Cleopatra VII: Daughter of the Nile 1999 diary f 12 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Gregory Kristiana Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie: The 
Oregon Trail Diary of Hattie Campbell, 1847
1999 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
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Gregory Kristiana The Great Railroad Race: The Diary of Libby 
West, Utah Territory, 1868
1999 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Hesse Karen A Light in the Storm: The Civil War Diary of 
Amelia Martin, Fenwick Island, DE 1861
1999 diary f 15 US Scholastic Dear America






Horse Harry The Last Cowboys 1999 letters tell story to 
grandson
m adult UK





Lamb Kathryn The World According to Alex 1999 diary f adolescent UK
Lasky Kathryn Elizabeth I: Red Rose of the House of Tudor, 
England, 1544
1999 diary f 11 US Scholastic Royal Diaries





Meres Jonathan Yo! Diary! 1999 diary by 6 
teenagers
m/f teenage UK
Morpurgo Michael Kensuke's Kingdom 1999 diary/journal m 11 UK
Moss Marissa Emma's Journal: The Story of a Colonial Girl 1999 journal f 10 US A Young 
American 
Voices Book
Myers Walter Dean The Journal of Joshua Loper 1999 journal m 16 US Scholastic My America
Myers Walter Dean The Journal of Scott Pendleton Collins: A 
World War II, Normandy, France, 1944
1999 journal m 17 US Scholastic My Name is 
America
Parker Steve Ant's Diary with the help of Steve Parker 1999 diary n/s UK
Parker Steve Frog's Diary with the help of Steve Parker 1999 diary n/s UK
Parsons Alex The Lost Diary of Leonardo's Paint Mixer 1999 diary m adult UK Lost Diaries
Pielichaty, heap 
(illus)
Helena, Sue Simone's Letters 1999 letters between 
Simone and 
Jem in theatre
m/f m-adult, f-10 UK
Plat, Riddell 
(illus)
Richard, Chris Castle Diary. The Journal of Tobias Burgess, 
Page
1999 diary m 11 UK
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Rennison Louise Angus, Thongs and Full-Frontal Snogging. 
Confessions of Georgia Nicolson
1999 diary love, friend, 
family
f 14 UK Georgia 
Nicolson
Rugen Samantha Jasmine Fitting in! 1999 diary f 13 UK
Skolsky Mindy Warshaw Love from Your Friend Hannah 1999 letter f pre-
adolescent
Turner Ann Warren Girl Who Chased Away Sorrow: The Diary of 
Sarah Nita, A Navajo Girl, New Mexico, 1864
1999 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Wittlinger Ellen Hard Love 1999 Zine 
(magazine), 
letters
m/f last year in 
high school
US
Alexander Goldie Surviving Sydoney Cove: The Diary of 
Elizabeth Harvey, Australia 1790 (Published 
as Transported: The Diary of Elizabeth 
Harvey, Australia, 1790 in UK )









Butterfield Moira The Diary of a Young Roman Soldier 2000 diary m teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries







Clark Catherine Truth of Diary 2000 diary f 17
Cross Gillian Down with the dirty Danes 2000 letters m pre-
adolescent
UK
Cruise Robin Fiona's private pages 2000 diary/journal f 11 US
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Daniels Lucy Into the Blue 2000 diary and e-mail record 
journey and 
dolphins
f 12 UK Dolphin Diaries
Daniels Lucy Touching the Waves 2000 diary f 12 UK Dolphin Diaries
Daniels Lucy Under the Stars 2000 diary f 12 UK Dolphin Diaries
Denenberg Barry One Eye Laughing, the Other Weeping: The 
Diary of Julie Weiss, Vienna, Austria to NY, 
1938
2000 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Dickinson Clive The Lost Diary of Christopher Columbus's 
Lookout
2000 diary m adult UK Lost Diaries
Duey Kathleen Francesca Vigilucci, Washington D.C., 1913 2000 diary f 13 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Maddie Retta Lauren, Sandersville, Georgia, 
C.S.A, 1864
2000 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Duey Kathleen Nell Dunne, Ellis Island, 1904 2000 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Aladdin American 
Diaries















Durbin William The Journal of Otto Peltonen: The Finnish 
Immigrant, Hibbing, MN 1905
2000 journal m 15 US Scholastic My Name is 
America
Fanelli Sara Dear Diary 2000 diary m/f n/a UK picture 
book
Farrer Vashti Plagues and Federation: the Diary of Kitty 
Barner, the Rocks, Sydney, 1900
2000 diary f n/s Aus Scholastic My Story
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Geelen Harrie John's book (original:Jans boek) 2000 toddler wants to 







Grice Natalie The Diary of a Young Tudor Lady-in-Waiting 2000 diary f 15 UK Franklin Watts History Diaries 
Hermes Patricia Our Strange New Land: Elizabeth's 
Jamestown Colony Diary, Book One, Virginia, 
1609 










Lasky Kathryn Marie Antoinette: Princess of Versailles, 
Austria-France, 1769
2000 diary f 13 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Lasky Kathryn The Journal of Augustus Pelletier 2000 journal m 14 US Scholastic My America




migration m 13 UK
Masters Anthony Dead Ringer 2000 diary m teenage UK Dark Diaries
Masters Anthony. Death Day 2000 diary f UK Dark Diaries 
Masters Anthony Firestarter 2000 diary m UK Dark Diaries
Masters Anthony Shock Waves 2000 diary m UK Dark Diaries 
McKissack Patricia Nzingha: Warrior Queen of Matamba 2000 diary f 13 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Meres Jonathan Yo! Diary! 2, And Another Thing 2000 diary of 6 
formers
m/f teenage UK Yo! Diary 
Meyer Carolyn Isabel: Jewel of Castilla, Spain, 1466 2000 diary f 15 US Scholastic Royal Diaries 
Series
Moon Pat Do Not Read This Book: Finch's Top Secrets 2000 diary f 11 UK
Moriarty Jaclyn Feeling Sorry for Celia 2000 letter messages 
on fridge
f teenage Aus PanMcmillan 
(AUS)
Moss Marissa Hannah's Journal :the Story of an Immigrant 
Girl
2000 journal f 10 US A Young 
American 
Voices Book
Osborne Mary Pope My Secret War: The WWII Diary of Madeline 
Beck, Long Island, NY 1941




Helena, Sue Simone's Diary 2000 diary f 11 UK
Pope Mary My Brother's Keeper: Virginia's Civil War 
Diary Book One, Gettysburg, 1863
2000 diary f 9 US Scholastic My America
Rees Celia Witch Child 2000 diary To record 
events
f teenage UK historical 
novel
Rennison Louise It's OK, I'm Wearing Really Big Knickers! 2000 diary f 14 UK Georgia 
Nicolson
Rinaldi Ann The Journal of Jasper Jonathan Pierce: A 
Pilgrim Boy, Plymouth, 1620




Rosie, Nina P.S. He's Mine! 2000 e-mail of two 
girls
f adolescent UK Piccadilly
Thomas, 
Gardner (illus)
Frances, Sally Polly's Running Away Book 2000 diary f primary age UK
Townson Hazel Your Dad, My Mum 2000 diary primary 
age/teenage
UK
Valgardson W.D. Frances 2000 protagonist 




Van Nutt, Van 
Nutt (illus)
Julia, Robert Pignapped!: a Cobtown story from the diaries 
of Lucky Hart
2000 diary m 10 US
Wheatley Nadia A Banner Bold: The Diary of Roas Aarons, 
Ballarat Goldfield, 1854
2000 diary f n/s Aus Scholastic My Story
Whybrow, Ross 
(illus)




Wilson Laura How I Survived the Irish Famine. The Journal 
of Mary O'Flynn
2000 diary f 12 Irela
nd
Harper Collins
Yep Laurence The Journal of Wong Ming-Chung 2000 journal m 11 US Scholastic My America
Butterfield Moira The Diary of a 1960s Teenager 2001 diary f teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Butterfield Moira The Diary of a Young Elizabethan Actor 2001 diary m teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Butterfield Moira The Diary of a Young Soldier in World War I 2001 diary m teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
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Cabot Meg Princess in the Spotlight 2001 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries




Clements Andrew The School Story 2001 writes story and 
wants to get 
published 
preferably 











f Year 7 US
Cooke Trish The Diary of a Young West Indian Immigrant 2001 diary f teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Creech Sharon Love that dog 2001 poem/diary start poem/ 





Daniels Lucy Chasing the Dream 2001 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Daniels Lucy Following the Rainbow 2001 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Daniels Lucy Racing the Wind 2001 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Denenberg Barry Early Sunday Morning: The Pearl Harbor 
Diary of Amber Billows, Hawaii, 1941 
2001 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Dickinson Clive The Lost Diary of Annie Oakley's Wild West 
Stagehand
2001 diary f adult UK
Drinkwater Carole Hunger; The Diary of Phyllis McCormack, 
Ireland, 1845-1847
2001 diary f 15 UK Scholastic My Story
Drinkwater Carol Twentieth Century Girl; Diary of Flora 
Bonnington, London 1899-1900
2001 diary f teenage UK Scholastic My Story
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Dear moko 2001 letters from 
Grandpa to 
grand son
m adult NZ picture 
book
Garland Sherry Valley of the Moon: The Diary of Maria 
Rosalia de Milagros, Sonoma Valley, Alta 
California, 1846
2001 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
Gleeson Libby The Rum Rebellion: the Diary of David 
Bellamy, Sydney Town, 1807-1808
2001 diary m n/s Aus Scholastic My Story
Greenwood Kerry A Different Sort of Real: The Diary of 
Charlotte McKenzie- Melbourne 1918-1919
2001 diary f adolescent Aus Scholastic My Australian 
Story Series
Gregory Kristiana Five Smooth Stones: Hope's Revolutionary 
War Diary, Book One, Philadelphia, PA, 1776
2001 diary f 9 US Scholastic My America
Gregory Kristiana Seeds of Hope: The Gold Rush Diary of 
Susanna Fairchild, California Territory, 1849
2001 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Heiss Anita Who Am I? The Diary of Mary Talence, 
Sydney, 1937
2001 diary f 10 Aus Scholastic My Story
Hendry Frances Mary 45 Rising, The Diary of Euphemia Grant, 
Scotland 1745-1746
2001 diary f 15 UK Scholastic My Story
Hendry Frances Mary The Crystal Palace; The Diary of Lily Hicks, 
London, 1850-1851
2001 diary f adolescent UK Scholastic My Story
Hermes Patricia The Starving Time: Elizabeth's Jamestown 
Colony Diary, Book Two, Virginia, 1609
2001 diary f 9 US Scholastic My America
Hermes Patricia Westward to Home: Joshua's Oregon Trail 
Diary, Book One, 1848
2001 diary m 9 US Scholastic My America
Hesse Karen Young Nick's Head (Originally "Stowaway", 
2000








Kirwan Anna Victoria: May Blossom of Britannia, England, 
1829
2001 diary f 9 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Klise, Klise 
(illus)




Lasky Kathryn Christmas After All: the great depression 
diary of Minnie Swift 
2001 diary f 11 US Scholastic Dear America
Lisson Deborah The Yankee Whaler: The Diary of Thomas 
Morris
2001 diary m 13 Aus Scholastic My Story





























McKissack Patricia C. Color Me Dark: the diary of Nellie Lee Love, 
the great migration North 
2001 diary f 11 US Scholastic Dear America
McMullan Kate As Far As I Can See: Meg's Prairie Diary, 
Book One, St. Louis to the Kansas Territory, 
1856





Out of the Ashes 2001 diary f 13 UK
Moss Marissa Rose's Journal: The Story of a Girl in the 
Great Depression
2001 journal f 11 US A Young 
American 
Voices Book
Murphy Jim My Face to the Wind: The Diary of Sarah 
Jane, A Prairie Teacher, Broken Bow, NE 
1881
2001 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
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Myers Walter Dean The Journal of Biddy Owens: the Negro 
Leagues, Birmingham, AL, 1948
2001 journal f 17 US Scholastic My Name is 
America
Oldfield Pamela The Great Plague; The Diary of Alice Payton, 
London, 1665-1666
2001 diary f 13 UK Scholastic My Story
Philbrick W.R. The Journal of Douglas Allen Deeds: The 
Donner Party Expedition, 1846
2001 journal m 15 US Scholastic My Name is 
America
Plat, Riddell Richard, Chris Pirate Diary. The Journal of Jake Carpenter 2001 diary m 9 UK
Poulson, Hard 
(illus)
Joan, Charlotte Dear Ms 2001 epistolary fiction m/f young UK
Prince Alison My Tudor Queen: The Diary of Eva Puebla, 
London, 1501-1513
2001 diary f 16 UK Scholastic My Story reference to 
Anne Frank
Rennison Louise Knocked out by My Nunga-Nungas: Further 
Confessions of Georgia Nicolson
2001 diary f 14 UK Georgia 
Nicolson













Tashjian Janet The Gospel According to Larry, as told to 
Janet Tashjian
2001 Making website m 17 US
Thomas, 
Gardner (Illus)
Frances, Sally Polly's Absolutely Worst Birthday Ever 2001 diary f primary age
White Ellen Emerson Kaiulani: The People's Princess, Hawaii, 
1889
2001 diary f 13 US Scholastic Royal Diaries 
Wiles Deborah Love, Ruby Lavender 2001 letters f 9 US
Winthrop Elizabeth Dear Mr. President: Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt
2001 letter f 12 US
Wyeth Sharon Dennis Freedom's Wings: Corey's Underground 
Railroad Diary, Book One, 1857
2001 diary m 9 US Scholastic My America
Yep Laurence Lady of Ch'iao Kuo: Warrior of the South, 
Southern China, A.D. 531
2001 diary f 15 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Cabot Meg Princess in Love 2002 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Page 327
Cross Vince Civil War: Thomas Adamson England 1643-
1650
2002 m adult UK Scholastic My Story
Daniels Lucy Dancing the Seas 2002 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Daniels Lucy Riding the Storm 2002 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Denenberg Barry Mirror, Mirror on the Wall: The Diary of Bess 
Brennan, The Perkins School for the Blind, 
Watertown MA 1932
2002 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Duey Kathleen Zellie Blake: Massachusetts, 1836 2002 diary f 12 US Aladdin American 
Diaries
Durbin William The Journal of C J Jackson 2002 journal m 13 US Scholastic My America
Edwards Chrisine On Board The Boussole: The Diary of 
Julienne Fulbert, on the High Seas, 1785-
1788
2002 diary f teenage Aus Scholastic My Story
Eldridge Jim Armada: The Story of Thomas Hobbs, 
England 1587-1588
2002 m adolescent UK Scholastic My Story
Eldridge Jim The Trenches: Billy Stevens, The Western 
Front 1914-1918
2002 m 16 UK Scholastic My Story





Sequel to The 
Bredwinner
Gregory Kristiana Eleanor: Crown Jewel of Aquitaine, France, 
1136
2002 diary f 13 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Gregory Kristiana We Are Patriots: Hope's Revolutionary War 
Diary, Book Two, Philadelphia, PA, 1777
2002 diary f 10 US Scholastic My America
Hermes Patricia A Perfect Place: Joshua's Oregon Trail Diary, 
Book Two, William Valley, Oregon, 1848
2002 diary m 9 US Scholastic My America
Hermes Patricia Season of Promise: Elizabeth’s Jamestown 
Colony Diary, Book Three, Jamestown, 
Virginia, 1611
2002 diary f 10 US Scholastic My America
Holman Sheri Sondok: Princess of the Moon and Stars, 
Korea, A.D. 595
2002 diary f 14 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
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Janke Katelan Survival in the Storm: The Dust Bowl Diary of 
Grace Edwards, Dalhart, TX1935
2002 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Lasky Kathryn A Time for Courage: The Suffragette Diary of 
Kathleen Bowen, Washington, D.C. 1917
2002 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
Lasky Kathryn Jahanara: Princess of Princesses, India, 
1627
2002 diary f 14 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Lasky Kathryn Mary, Queen of Scots: Queen Without a 
Country, France, 1553
2002 diary f 11 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
Lassiter Rhiannon Waking Dream 2002 books of 
dreams, lies, 
secrets
m/f teenage UK multiple 
perspective
s, fantasy
Levine Ellen The Journal of Jedediah Barstow, an 
Emigrant on the Oregon Trail
2002 journal m 13 US Scholastic My America
Levine Beth Seidel When Christmas Comes Again: The WWI 
Diary of Simone Spence, NWC to Western 
Front, 1917
2002 diary f teenage US Scholastic Dear America
Mitchell Pratima Indian Mutiny: Hanuman Singh, India, 1857-
1858
2002 account m pre-
adolescent/ 
adolescent
UK Scholastic My Story
Osborne Mary Pope After the Rain: Virginia's Civil War Diary, 
Book Two, Washington D.C., 1864
2002 f 10 US Scholastic My America
Perrett Bryan Crimea: Michael Pope, 110th Regiment, 1853-
1857
Bryan Perrett
2002 account m pre-
adolescent
UK Scholastic My Story
Perrett Bryan Trafalgar; James Grant, HMS Norseman 
1799-1806
2002 account m adolescent UK Scholastic My Story
Pielichaty, heap 
(illus)
Helena, Sue Simone's Website 2002 e-mail m/f pre-
adolescent
UK
Reid Sue Mill Girl; The Diary of Eliz Helsted, 
Manchester, 1842-1843
2002 diary f adolescent UK Scholastic My Story
Rennison Louise Dancing in My Nuddy Pants 2002 diary f teenage UK Georgia 
Nicholson
Rix Jamie Bugs on the Brain 2002 diary m 11 UK War Diaries of 
Alistair Fury
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Rix Jamie Dead Dad Dog 2002 diary m pre-
adolescent
UK War Diaries of 
Alistair Fury
Rix Jamie Kiss of Death 2002 diary m pre-
adolescent
UK War Diaries of 
Alistair Fury
Rix Jamie Tough Turkey 2002 diary m pre-
adolescent
UK War Diaries of 
Alistair Fury
Shafer Anders The Fantastic Journey of Pieter Bruegel 2002 diary m adult US
Stevens, Jeanes Rebecca, Steve Me (and Charlie): A Life in Bits and Pieces, 
Janet Fish and Charlie Wells, Typed by 
Rebecca Stevens and Steve Jeanes
2002 scrapbook style m/f 12 UK
Tucker Alan The Bombing of Darwin: The Diary of Tom 
Taylor, 1942
2002 diary m n/s Aus Scholastic My Story
Ure, Donnelly 
(illus)
Jean, Karen Shrinking Violet 2002 pen pals f primary age UK





White Ellen Emerson The Journal of Patrick Seamus Flaherty, 
United States Marine Corps
2002 journal m 18 US Scholastic My America
White Ellen Emerson Where Have All the Flowers Gone?: The 
Diary of Molly MacKenzie Flaherty, Boston, 
MA 1968
2002 diary f 15 US Scholastic Dear America
Whybrow, Ross 
(illus)
Ian, Tony Little Wolf, Pack Leader 2002 letters m (wolf) pre-
adolescent
UK
Wilding Valerie The Bloody Tower: The Diary of Tilly 
Middleton, London, 1553-1559
2002 diary f 13 UK Scholastic My Story




UK reference to 
Anne Frank
Wyeth Sharon Dennis Flying Free: Corey's Underground Railroad 
Diary, Book Two, Canada, 1858
2002 m 9 US Scholastic My America
Arnold, Cope 
(illus)
Nick, Jane Bonding With Bears 2003 diary m adult UK Wild Lives 
Arnold, Cope 
(illus)




Nick, Jane Spying On Lions 2003 diary m adult UK Wild Lives
Arnold, Cope 
(illus)
Nick, Jane Swimming With Sharks 2003 diary m adult UK Wild Lives 
Batistich Amelia A Better Life: the Diary of Ivana Ivanovich 2003 diary f 10 NZ Scholastic My Story
Bauer Marion Dane Land of the Buffalo Bones the diary of Mary 
Ann Elizabeth Rodgers, an English girl in 
Minnesota 
2003 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Bauer Marion Dane O, Land of the Buffalo Bones 2003 f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
Bernard Patricia Fords and Flying Machines: The Diary of 
Jack McLaren
2003 diary m 14 Aus Scholastic My Story History
Butterfield Moira The Diary of a Medieval Squire 2003 diary m teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Butterfield Moira The Diary of a Young Roman Girl 2003 diary f 12 UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Cabot Meg Princess in Waiting 2003 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cabot Meg Princess Lesson 2003 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cabot Meg Project Princess 2003 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Clark Smith Weetamoo: Heart of the Pocassets, 
Massachusetts, 1653
2003 diary f 14 US Scholastic Royal Diaries 
Corlett Shirley Abandon Ship!: The Diary of Debbie 
Atherton, Wellington, 1968 
2003 diary f 12 Scholastic My Story
Cox Michael Agincourt: Jenkin Lloyd, France 1415 2003 diary m teenage UK Scholastic My Story
Daniels Lucy Beyond the Sunrise 2003 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Daniels Lucy Leaving the Shallows 2003 diary f adolescent UK Dolphin Diaries
Denenberg Barry Elizabeth: The Princess Bride, Austria-
Hungary, 1853
2003 diary f 16 US Scholastic Royal Diaries








Haddon Mark The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-
Time









mystery of a 
death of a 
dog




a form of 
autism
Hamley Dennis World War II Pilot 2003 diary m teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Henkes Kevin Olive's Ocean 2003 story wants to be 
a writer
f 12 US
Hermes Patricia The Wild Year: Joshua's Oregon Trail Diary, 
Book Three, 1849
2003 diary m 9 US Scholastic My America
Hill David Journey to Tangiwai: The Diary of Peter 
Cotterill, Napier, 1953 
2003 diary m 11 NZ Scholastic My Story
Horse Harry The Last Castaways 2003 letter tell story to 
grandson
m adult UK
Lasky Kathryn Hope In My Heart: Sofia's Immigrant Diary, 
Book One, 1903
2003 diary f 10 US Scholastic My America
Lasky Kathryn Home At Last: Sofia's Immigrant Diary, Book 
Two, 1903
2003 diary f 10 US Scholastic My America
Lasky Kathryn An American Spring, Sofia's Immigrant Diary, 
Book Three, 1903
2003 diary f 10 US Scholastic My America
Lasky Kathryn Mayflower: The Diary of Remember Patience 
Whipple 1620
2003 diary f 12 UK Scholastic My Story
Magorian Michelle Be Yourself 2003 letters, e-mails f n/s UK
McDonald Megan All the Stars in the Sky: The Santa Fe Trail 
Diary of Florrie Mack Ryder, The Santa Fe 
Trail, 1848
2003 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
McHugh Siobhan Snowy: The Diary of Eva Fisher 2003 diary f 11 Aus Scholastic My Story
McMullan Kate For This Land: Meg's prairie Diary, Book Two, 
1856
2003 diary f end primary 
school
US Scholastic My America
McMullan Kate A Fine Start: Meg's Prairie Diary, Book Three, 
1857
2003 diary f 9 US Scholastic My America
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Meyer Carolyn Kristina: The Girl King, Sweden 1638 2003 diary f 12 US Scholastic Royal Diaries











to be an 
author
f/m teenage Aus Sequel to 
'Feeling Sorry 
for Celia'
Perrett Bryan Waterloo: Bob Jenkins Royal Horse Artillery 
1814-1817
2003 account m adolescent UK Scholastic My Story
Pope Mary A Time To Dance: Virginia's Civil War Diary, 
Book Three, 1865-66
2003 diary f 11 US Scholastic My America
Saksena Kate Love, Shelley 2003 epistolary 
fiction, fan-mail
f 14 UK
Stevens, Jeanes Rebecca, Steve Me again! (and Charlie) 2003 scrapbook style m/f pre-
adolescent
UK
Thompson Kate Origins 2003 diary f adolescent UK Missing Link 
trilogy
Turner Ann Warren Love Thy Neighbour: The Tory Diary of 
Prudence Emerson, Green Marsh, 
Massachusetts, 1774
2003 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
Wyeth Sharon Dennis Message in the Sky: Corey's Underground 
Railroad Diary, Book Three, 1859
2003 diary m 10 US Scholastic My America
Allen Peter Our Don Bradman: The Diary of Victor 
McDonald, 1932
2004 diary m 12 Aus Scholastic My Story
Arnold, Cope 
(illus)
Nick, Jane Talking To Tigers 2004 diary f adult UK Wild Lives
Arnold, Cope 
(illus)
Nick, Jane Walking With Wolves 2004 diary f adult UK Wild Lives 
Baillie Allan Riding with Thunderbolt, The Diary of Ben 
Cross
2004 m n/s Aus Scholastic My Story
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Beale Fleur A New Song in the Land: The Writings of 
Atapo, Paihia, c 1840
2004 diary f adolescent NZ Scholastic My Story
Benton Jim Dear Dumb Diary: Let's Pretend This Never 
Happened
2004 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Scholastic Dear Dumb 
Diary series
Benton Jim Dear Dumb Diary: My Parents are haunted 2004 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Scholastic Dear Dumb 
Diary series
Cabot Meg Perfect Princess 2004 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cabot Meg Princess in Pink 2004 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cabot Meg The Princess Present 2004 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cartwright Pauline Finding Father: The Diary of Mary Brogan, 
Dunedin, 1862
2004 diary f n/s NZ Scholastic My Story
Cross Vince Blitz: The Diary of Edie Benson, London 1940-
1941
2004 diary f 12 UK Scholastic My Story
Drinkwater Carol Suffragette; The Diary of Dollie Baxter, 
London, 1909-1913
2004 diary f teenage UK Scholastic My Story
Eldridge Jim Flying Ace: Jack Fairfax, Royal Flying Corps, 
1915-1918
2004 diary m 19 Aus Scholastic My Story
Eldridge Jim Spy Smuggler: Paul Lelaud France 1942-
1944
2004 diary m 13 UK Scholastic My Story
Fraustino Lisa Rowe I Walk in Dread: The Diary of Deliverance 
Trembley, Witness to the Salem Witch Trials, 
Massachusetts Bay Colony 1691
2004 diary f 12 US Scholastic Dear America
Gregory Kristina When Freedom Comes: Hope's 
Revolutionary War Diary, Book Three, 
Philadelphia, PA, 1778
2004 diary f 11 US Scholastic My America
Hopkinson Deborah Hear My Sorrow: The Diary of Angela 
Denoto, a Shirtwaist Worker, New York City 
1909
2004 diary f 14 US Scholastic Dear America
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James Riordan The Gift 2004 Story is told 




talking due to 
her condition. 
But Feeona 













Kirwan Anna Lady of Palenque: Flower of Bacal, 
Mesoamerica, A.D. 749
2004 diary f 13 US Scholastic Royal Diaries
McKissack Patricia Look to the Hills: The Diary of Lozette 
Maoreau, The New York Colony, 1763
2004 diary f 13 US Scholastic Dear America
McVeagh Janine Earthquake: the diary of Katie Bourke, 
Napier, 1930-31
2004 diary f 11 NZ Scholastic My Story
Murphy Jim The Journal of Brian Doyle 2004 journal m adolescent US Scholastic My America
Oldfield Pamela Victorian Workhouse: the diary of Edith 
Lorrimer, England 1871
2004 diary f 15-Jun UK Scholastic My Story
Perrett Bryan D-Day: Lieutenant Andy Pope, Normandy 
1944
2004 account m 18 UK Scholastic My Story
Prince Alison Anne Boleyn and Me: The Diary of Elinor 
Valjean, 1525-1536
2004 diary 11 US/
UK
Scholastic My Story
Rennison Louise …and That's When It Fell Off in My Hand 2004 diary f teenage K Georgia 
Nicholson
Rix Jamie Exam Fever 2004 diary m pre-
adolescent
UK War Diaries of 
Alistair Fury
Rix Jamie Summer Helliday 2004 diary m pre-
adolescent
UK War Diaries of 
Alistair Fury
Savvides Irini A Marathon of Her Own: The Diary of Sophia 
Krikonis, 1956
2004 diary f adolescent Aus Scholastic My Story
Whybrow, Ross 
(illus)




Wooderson Philip Samuel Pepys's Clerk 2004 diary m teenage UK Franklin Watts History Diaries
Adlington L.J. The Diary of Pelly-D 2005 diary by Pelly 
for 6month, and 












































Benton Jim Dear Dumb Diary: Am I the princess or the 
frog?
2005 diary f pre-
adolescent
US Scholastic Dear Dumb 
Diary series
Blackman Jenny Our Enemy, My Friend: The diary of Emma 
Sheldrake, The Adelaide Hills, 1915
2005 diary f n/s Aus Scholastic My Story
Cabot Meg Holiday Princess 2005 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cabot Meg Princess in Training 2005 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
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t on C's 
writing
f -19 (about 
16-), m-21
UK
Cheng Christopher W. New Gold Mountain: The Diary of Shu 
Cheong
2005 diary m pre-
adolescent/a
dolescent
Aus Scholastic My Australian 
Story
Danticat Edwidge Anacaona, Golden Flower, Haiti, 1490 2005 diary f post coming 
of age
US Scholastic Royal Diaries 
Eldridge Jim Desert Danger: Tim Jackson North Africa 
WWII
2005 diary m young man UK Scholastic My Story
Garett Emily Wolves 2005 insertions of 
library 
borrowing card, 
letters -on the 
door mat of 
rabbit's house. 

















Sally, Tony Dear Max 2005 letters 
(correspondenc
e between Max 
and DJ Samuel)
ask advice 





Harris Christine Outback: the Diary of Jimmy Porter, Central 
Australia, 1927-1928 
2005 diary m n/s Aus Scholastic My Australian 
Story






















Perrett Bryan U-boat Hunter: Peter Rogers, HMS Arum 
1939-1945
2005 account m 16 US Scholastic My Story
Reid Sue War Nurse: The Diary of Kitty Langley, 1939-
1940 
2005 diary f 18 UK Scholastic My Story
Rennison Louise …Then He Ate MY Boy Entrancers 2005 diary f teenage UK Georgia 
Nicholson
Wilding Valerie The Queen's spies : the diary of Kitty 
Lumsden, 1583-1586
2005 diary f 12 UK Scholastic My Story
Burgess Melvin Sara's Face 2006 Sara's video 
diary
f 17 UK
Cabot Meg Party Princess 2006 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Cabot Meg Sweet Sixteen Princess 2006 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
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Moriarty Jaclyn Becoming Bindy MacKenzie 2006 scrapbook, 
memo, e-mail, 
handwritings
f teenage Aus Sequel to 
'Feeling Sorry 
for Celia' and 
'Finding Cassie 
Crazy'
Pausacker Jenny A Tale of Two Families: The Diary of Jan 
Packard, Melbourne, 1974
2006 diary f n/s Aus Scholastic My Australian 
Story Series
Priestly Chris Battle of Britain; Harry Woods, England 1939-
1941
2006 account m adult Can Scholastic My Story
Tucker Alan Cyclone Tracy: The Diary of Ryan Turner, 
Darwin, 1974
2006 diary m n/s Aus Scholastic My Australian 
Story 
Cabot Meg Valentine Princess 2007 diary f adolescent US Princess 
Diaries
Fahey Mary-Anne  I, Nigel Dorking: An Autobiography about a 
Boy with an Unusual Vocabulary, a Suit of 
Armour and an Unshakeable Dream, Written 
2007 autobiography m Grade 6 Aus
N/S means I have searched several databases, and these are not specified, for this work.
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